ThunderCore™ PRO
Walker Products is dedicated to serving the global automotive markets with unsurpassed service as your
first choice in quality products.
Walker Products is introducing a new ignition wire program and has set a debut date for this November
2019. New and fully reconstructed, ThunderCore™ PRO will be Walker’s new all makes all models wire
offering that strictly conforms to OE fit, form and function. Through dedicated research and
development, Walker identified the needs of the aftermarket for an all-inclusive product line.
ThunderCore™ PRO will contain over 650 part numbers, ensuring a true all makes all models program.
The ThunderCore™ PRO product line consists of OE style replacement ignition wires, each specifically
engineered to the vehicle and manufacturer requirements. To ensure unsurpassed quality, Walker
Products operates its own ISO 9001 certified manufacturing facility in the U.S.A. for all their ignition
wires. All wire sets are made with superior materials, from the cable cores, to the high temperature
resistant outer jacketing, to the stainless steel terminal ends; all aspects of the new program conform to
original manufacturers specifications.

What does this mean?
Vehicle manufacturers engineer ignition systems to precisely operate to the needs of the particular
engine in the vehicle. That being said, different vehicles and engine configurations require different
ignition systems; and this is not to exclude the ignition wires.
Due to the various demands of today’s
technologically advanced vehicles, it is
more important then ever to provide
quality products that are specifically
engineered to those needs. Offering
“one size fits all” programs is simply no
longer a viable option for many
automotive repairs today.
Walker’s solution was an ignition wire
program that provides an exact OE
replacement match for each vehicle.
For instance, while some vehicle
applications may require a MAG Core
wire, that option would not be the best choice for those other applications needing a Suppression Core
wire; this is simply because vehicle ignition systems are designed differently.

Manufacturing
With their own ISO 9001
certified manufacturing facility,
Walker is able to strictly control
the quality of their ignition wires
to ensure exact OE fit, form, and
function – no matter the
application. Additionally, all of
Walker’s ignition wire sets are
100% physically and electrically
tested during production to
ensure the highest quality and
reliability reaches the end
consumer.

Trusted Experience
Walker Products has a dedicated ignition wire team with over fifty years of combined experience in the
manufacturing of standard and custom wire sets. Walker offers a full range of assembly processes
capable of producing long or short
run wire set orders, adding additional
flexibility to meet the demands of all
types of customers. In addition to the
typical automotive ignition wires, the
team offers experience in building
custom sets including prototype
samples, high performance, off road,
industrial, agricultural, marine, small
engine, and many other specialized
market applications. Walker Products’
primary goal is to ensure that
customers receive the highest quality
products, that are manufactured to
their needs with exceptional
turnaround times.

From single lead to 16-cylinder applications, Walker’s production facility in Palmetto, Florida can handle
all your ignition wire set and wire component part needs.

Industry Leader
With origins beginning in 1946, Walker Products has grown to be a global leader of oxygen sensors, fuel
delivery components, ignition coils, ignition wire sets, and engine management products in the
automotive, fleet service, heavy duty, and Othermotive® markets.
With over 90 product categories and 400 team members worldwide, Walker claims its position as one of
the largest, privately owned automotive aftermarket companies today.
The Walker team excels in providing our customers with unsurpassed service by remaining dedicated to
professionalism, quality, and support.

For all of your ignition system needs, rely on Walker as Your First Choice In Quality Products.

For more information, visit www.walkerproducts.com

